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Abstract: Intelligent traffic light systems are vital on assuring a realistic control and smooth flow of vehicles on the roads. For many years various systems had been proposed to solve various challenges related to vehicle traffic control. With all those efforts the traffic light systems in place as of now are inefficient and unrealistic due to the fact that most of the proposed solutions they failed to acknowledge the fact that coverage area of their systems is a vital player towards realistic systems, most of them are confined to traffic light junctions neighborhood. We propose an algorithm that increases surveillance coverage area to entire road segments and evaluates the incoming and outgoing vehicle traffic from the various road segments and at any given point of time it ensures that the exactly number of vehicles on the various road segments is known and this information is coupled to the timing subsystem for the evaluation of the time slot for various road segment on that round. The proposed algorithm together with its environmental setup will improve the efficiency vehicle traffic flow on our roads due to its realistic nature.
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1. Introduction

The number of vehicles on the road increases day by day therefore for the best utilization of existing road capacity, it is important to manage the traffic flow efficiently. Traffic congestion has become a serious issue especially in the modern cities. The main reason is the increase in the population of the large cities that subsequently raise vehicular travel, which creates congestion problem [1-5]. Due to traffic congestions there is also an increasing cost of transportation because of wastage of time and extra fuel consumption [2]. Traffic jams also create many other critical issues and problems which directly affect the human routine lives and sometime life loss [6-8]. For example if there is an emergency vehicle like ambulance on the road with the critical patient on board. In that situation if an ambulance gets stuck in a heavy traffic jam then there are high chances that the patient cannot reach the hospital on time. So it is very important to design an intelligent traffic system which controls traffic intelligently to avoid accidents, collisions and traffic jams [7-8]. The most common reason of traffic congestion in third world countries is an inefficient traffic signal controlling which affects the traffic flow. For example if one lane has less traffic and the other lane with huge traffic but the duration of green light for both lanes is same then this is the waste of available resources and is inefficient. By considering the above example if the lane with higher traffic density should switch on the green signal light for a longer period than the lane with lesser density. Traffic flows are complex in nature as they have various varying parameters such as time of the day, day of the week, time of the year, nature of vehicles and infrastructure in place. The traffic lights systems put in place to control those traffic flows inherits such complex parameters and adds the cascaded dependent flow of vehicles, this is the situation in which the operations of one traffic light system depends on the operation of the adjacent traffic light system. Traffic light optimization is a complex problem. Even for single junctions there might be no obvious optimal solution. With multiple junctions, the problem becomes even more complex, as the state of one light influences the flow of traffic towards many other lights [11].

2. Methodology

Traffic light control system is a cascaded operational system on which the effectiveness of one subsection or lane creates challenges to the next subsection or lane. In order to have smooth flow of traffic, a concise consideration should be taken to address this cascading nature of the system. On a four way subsection and 8 roads traffic light, we divide the lanes into feeders and drainers. On all identified feeders we plug the vehicle counting module on which the vehicles are counted using video processing techniques as illustrated on fig 1. Once counted the value is transported in real time to the base station on which the cumulative tally of each subsection is obtained.

Figure 1: System Setup
We designed and created a database that will keep the total tally of each substation at a particular time (t). The vehicles movement at a particular time in the system are subjected to twelve (12) vectors quantities such as North-South(NS), North-East(NE), North-West(NW), East-West (EW), East-North(EN), East-South(ES), South-North (SN), South-West (SW), South-East(SE), West-East(WE), West-North(WN) and West-South (WS) as illustrated on fig. 1.

The traffic light junction comprises of four (4) traffic lights devices, each devices moves between four states which are Green, Yellow, Red and Green-Arc. The traffic light devices are uniquely identified through numbering; one traffic light device state determines the vehicle traffic status (VTS) of three lanes as illustrated on fig. 2.

![Vehicle Movement Possibilities](image)

The proposed algorithm takes into consideration twelve vector quantities in the system, which traffic light device with its corresponding state at a particular time (t). By identifying a particular traffic light devices and its current state, we can use the counted vehicles value on a particular lane to add or subtract from the influenced lanes.

State (st): Green NorthSouth-SouthNorth (GNS-SN), Green EastWest-WestEast (GEW-WE), Green WestNorth-EastSouth (GWN-ES), Green SouthWest-NorthEast (GSW-NE)

Lane Vehicle density: lvd=0,……,7.
Feed Count for lane: fc=0,……,7.
Drain count for lane: dc=0,……,7.

Levels: 0 – independent of Traffic light device states, 1-depends on the traffic light states

1. Start
2. Initialize the lane vehicle densities : lvd=0,……,7,= 0
3. Level: 0
   i. lvd= lvd + fc
   ii. lvd = lvd - dc
4. Level: 1
   i. Get the state st
   ii. If st = GNS-SN
      a. lvd = lvd + fc
      b. lvd = lvd + fc
      c. lvd = lvd - fc
5. Finish
6. If st = GEW-WE
7. lvd = lvd + fc
8. lvd = lvd + fc
9. lvd = lvd - fc
10. If st = GWN-ES
11. lvd = lvd + fc
12. lvd = lvd + fc
13. lvd = lvd - fc
14. If st = GSW-NE
15. lvd = lvd + fc
16. lvd = lvd + fc
17. lvd = lvd - fc
18. If st = GSW-NE
19. lvd = lvd + fc
20. lvd = lvd + fc
21. lvd = lvd - fc
22. If st = GSW-NE
23. lvd = lvd + fc
24. lvd = lvd + fc
25. lvd = lvd - fc

3. Results and Discussion

The algorithm aims at increasing the area under surveillance while keeping track of the vehicle densities in various lanes and allocating the appropriate time intervals to the lanes. The algorithm extends the traffic density estimation coverage area beyond the traffic lights neighborhood to reflect the realistic situation on the roads. Many studies has been done on the issue of intelligent traffic lights systems and yields good results but the coverage area is confined to the traffic light neighborhood [1-2], [7-10]. The algorithm attained the fully coverage of the lanes and evaluate their vehicle densities. Vehicle traffic density is an area that attracts many researchers, various methodologies has been deployed to estimate the vehicle traffic density on the roads. In [12], the estimation of density is based on vehicles mobility patterns that are car-following model and two-fluid model. The density estimation is used to dynamically choose the transmission range. This approach could not estimate the density in free flow traffic due to the absence of interactions between vehicles. In [13], fluid dynamics and car following model are used to estimate the vehicle density. Nevertheless, these strategies could give inaccurate results about the density since the speed is not always related to the density of vehicles on the road. Our approach gives the real vehicle density available on the roads without depending on the factors as the car flow speed or car density on the roads.

4. Conclusion

Vehicle traffic density calculation is an essential component of intelligent traffic lights systems that aims to address the unrealistic time slot allocation for various roads segments. Due to vital role, once it is precisely evaluated it contributes to a more realistic vehicle traffic flow on various roads segments. For the evaluation to be realistic the coverage area should reflect the entire road segments and not on the traffic lights neighborhoods. The proposed algorithm evaluates the vehicle traffic density for various roads in real time and hence contributes to achieving a realistic intelligent traffic light system.
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